
Digitax obtains the Microsoft Certified Partner certification with Mobility Solution
competence.

Digitax Automotive Electronics, the world’s largest manufacturer of taximeters and mobile computing solutions, are
proud to announce that they have qualified as a Certified Partner of the prestigious Microsoft Partner Programme.
This both demonstrates and validates the experience Digitax have acquired working with Microsoft Technologies.
Certified companies have the advantage of being allowed to partecipate in various events, have access to resources,
instruments and software products.
Thanks to an experience of over 25 years in Automotive area, Digitax reached this great result  and is also acknoledged
in Mobility Solutions competence, through customer satisfaction.
Mobility Solutions is an authority address to Microsoft Partners, specializing in providing solutions for mobile devices,
with the guarantee that the customer has unlimited access to information, resulting in higher production at a reduced
cost.
This qualification enables Digitax to obtain guarantees regarding the quality of the products and support both to the
operative system and “on-board” software.
Digitax also gain unlimited access to resources and instruments for the Development Engineers to offer their customers
innovative, reliable and efficient solutions.
Digitax National Sales Director, Mr Javier Pagano comments “this is just a first step in the Microsoft Partner Programme.
We aim to achieve the ‘Gold Certified Partner’ certification, which is highest level, demonstrating competence and
experience with Microsoft Technologies”.

“This certification will award Digitax Automotive Electronics the highest accolade for the software engine equipped on
our products".
Microsoft have also enabled Digitax to have entry to the Windows Embedded Partner Programme, officially becoming a 
WEP (Windows Embedded Partner).
This qualification gives Digitax further opportunities to develop Embedded Solutions of the highest quality, reinforcing
customer confidence in the Digitax brand.
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